
Poster Title
Katie Altman STEAM in stormwater education

Michele Bakacs
WRIP Strike Force: Training volunteers to battle invasive plants in northern New 
Jersey

Bence Carter Reducing chainsaw related injuries through education in Alabama
Stephanie Chizmar Financial Assistance for Southern Forestland Owners: A Review 

Malin Clyde
MOBILIZING a trained network: evaluating invasive plant action after  academy-
based workshops

Jennifer Dindinger
Should we call a lawyer? Assessing the need for a legal education program at 
Maryland Sea Grant

Vincent Encomio
Extension efforts to address harmful algal bloom issues on Florida's Treasure 
Coast

Bryan Fluech Estimating the impact of recreational crabbing in coastal Georgia
Kenneth Gioeli The Florida atala butterfly (Eumaeus atala Poey) back from the brink?
Rebekah Greene In-school 4-H programming increases science awareness
Corey Gucker Biology, ecology, and use of forbs in restoration
Ashley Hall Evaluating Arizona Cooperative Rangeland Monitoring Programs 
Melissa Hamilton Know the land, save the land: place-based apparel design

Megan Hoff
The power of community interviews in watershed management planning and 
implementation 

Ashley Hoppers Developing an adaptive stormwater management plan for the city of hinesville

Rebecca Koetz The Nature of Teaching: K-12 STEAM Standards Nature Curriculum

Jeff Lee Exploring successful timber transaction in west virginia 

Darren McAvoy
The nexus of fire, water, and carbon: big box biochar kilns for hazardous fuel 
reduction, water retention, and carbon sequestration

Charly Mcconnell
The South Carolina Adopt-a-Stream program as a tool for public involvement 
and education

Steven O'Shields
Developing future watershed scientists through collaborative partnerships in 
the classroom

Aimee Okotie-Oyekan
Place-making and place-taking: an analysis of green gentrification in Atlanta, 
Georgia 

Erika Olson Understanding E. coli and its genetic sources in stormwater runoff
Mark Platten Developing phone apps for natural resources

Michelle Scarpace
Farmers' input creates successful programs and opportunities in soil health and 
water quality improvement

Jeff Schalau
Evaluating Short and Long-term Impacts of a Natural Resources Youth 
Workshop

Julea Shaw
Using strip seeding, targeted grazing and prescribed burns for California 
grassland restoration

Mary Carol Sheffield Education and outreach in the Raccoon Creek watershed

Carrie Stevenson
Extension “Tree Trail” provides shade, improved health, and field botany 
training 
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Amy Stone
Growing an invasive species army - examples illustrating that everyone has a 
connection to invasive species and how we are working to engage even the non-
interested in this important topic

Krista Stump
Developing a residential invasive tree removal program to assist county efforts 
in the fight against invasive species

Jennifer Taylor Organic farming systems

Amanda Tedrow
Mobilizing rural communities to create systemic changes to reduce health 
disparities

Mark Thorne
Strengthening RREA through enhanced connections: a web-based conference 
series

Kathee Tifft
Using photomapping to assess the environmental supports and barriers 
to physical activity and eating healthfully in rural communities

Jessica Warren
Georgia’s first CISMA: diverse partnerships and unique approaches for tackling 
regional invasive species issues

Elissa Wells Engaging community partners to enhance K-12 field trips

Rachel Werling
The OSU land steward training: a new hybrid version brings this powerful tool to 
new areas  

Tom Wichman
UF/IFAS Florida-Friendly Landscaping Program’s Green Industries Best 
Management Practices Training Promotes Sustainable Urban Landscapes

Grace Woodmansee
Drought adaptation for rangeland livestock producers: lessons from California’s 
historic drought

Payton Billingsley Extension programming to enhance shoreline conservation and restoration

Eric Sparks Addressing marine debris through a multifaceted extension program

Peggy Kirk Hall
Should a lake have legal rights?  Preparing land grant professionals for the 
community rights movement

John Bilotta

Educating and engaging communities with the coastal version of the watershed 
game - the new 2020 model incorporating nitrogen, phosphorus and community 
resilience from storms and flooding
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